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NOUN-I



Noun comes from a Latin word nōmen, which means
"name”.

A noun is any word that names a person, a place or a thing.
Thus, Noun = name of person, place or a thing.

There are two broad types of nouns:

1: countable (which can be counted)

2: uncountable noun (which cannot be counted)

MEANING
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Countable Noun is further classified into:

1. Proper Nouns     

2. Common Nouns

3. Collective nouns

Un-countable nouns are :

1. Material Nouns 

2. Abstract nouns. 
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Proper noun is a unique or specific name that we use for a 

person, a place or a thing.

Ex: 
Lokesh Rahul is a good 

player.

It’s a name of a person.

Agra is the city of beauty. It’s the name of a place.

I have an air conditioner of 

Panasonic  

It’s the name of a brand of electric 

equipment.

PROPER NOUN
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A common noun refers to any and every person or thing of 

the same kind or class, not to a particular person or thing: 

For example: Ravi, Shyam and Gopal are all men. Here 

‘men’ is a common noun.

Proper Noun Common Noun(singular)
Rekha (name of a person) Woman/Girl

Amitabh(name of a person) Man/Boy

Canada (name of place) Country

Mumbai (name of place) City

Air cooler (name of thing) Film/Book

COMMON NOUN 
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Collective noun is a special word, used to denote or represent a 

particular group of people or things. 

Note: To know the difference between a common noun and a 

collective noun is very essential. 

Proper noun Common noun Collective noun

General V.K. Singh Man Army

Smt. Smriti Irani Woman Cabinet

PVR Cinema Theatre Audience

Lionel Messi Man Team

COLLECTIVE NOUN
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A material noun is the name of a material, substance, or ingredient 

things are made of. They can be articles of food or drink as well: 

Iron, Copper, Steel, Gold, Coal, Silver, Rice, Wheat, Milk, Water, Tea 

Note: A material noun is an uncountable noun. 

Ex:

The necklace is made of gold.
Necklace (countable) &

gold(uncountable)

The cow gives us milk. Cow (countable) & milk (uncountable)

Give the teacher a cup of tea.
Teacher (countable) & tea 

(uncountable)

MATERIAL NOUNS 
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An Abstract Noun is usually the name of a quality, action, state or 

concept. 

*Abstract nouns are the names of such things that can’t be touched, 

tested, smelt or heard.

QUALITY
honesty beauty bravery wisdom heroism

darkness kindness goodness brightness

ACTION Judgment movement laughter hatred theft

STATE childhood boyhood death poverty slavery

ABSTRACT NOUN
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NOUN AND NUMBER

The difference between singular and plural nouns is easy to 

spot. 

The knowledge of singular and plural noun is very essential, 

sometimes some irregular nouns puzzle us.

When a noun indicates one only, it is a singular noun. 

When a noun indicates more than one, it is plural.

Singular and Plural Nouns
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Singular Plural

boat boats

house houses

cat cats

river rivers

Most singular nouns form the plural by adding -s.

Ex:
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Singular Plural

bus buses

wish wishes

pitch pitches

box boxes

A singular noun ending in s, x, z, ch, sh makes 

the plural by adding-es.

Ex:
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Singular Plural

penny pennies

spy spies

baby babies

A singular noun ending in a consonant and then y 

makes the plural by dropping the y and adding-ies.

Ex :
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Singular Plural

woman women

man men

child children

tooth teeth

There are some irregular noun plurals. The most common 

ones are listed below.

Ex :       

IRREGULAR NOUNS
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foot feet

person people

leaf leaves

mouse mice

goose geese

half halves

knife knives

wife wives

life lives

elf elves
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cactus cacti

focus foci

fungus fungi

nucleus nuclei

syllabus syllabi/syllabuses

analysis analyses

diagnosis diagnoses

SOME MOST IMPORTANT IRREGULAR NOUNS
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oasis oases

thesis theses

crisis crises

phenomenon phenomena

criterion criteria

datum data
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IMPORTANT RULES OF                         
NOUN
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Singular Plural

sheep sheep

fish fish

deer deer

species species

aircraft aircraft

Some nouns have the same form in the singular and the 

plural.

Ex :
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Some nouns have different meanings in the singular and the 

plural. 

Ex :
Air – atmosphere

Airs – affected manners

Blind – unable to see because of injury, disease, or a congenital condition.

Blinds – a screen for a window, especially one on a roller or made of slats.

Character– the mental and moral qualities distinctive to an individual.

Characters- People in a novel, play, or film
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Custom – a traditional and widely accepted way of behaving or doing 

something that is specific to a particular society, place, or time.

Customs - the official department that administers and collects the duties 

levied by a government on imported goods.

Content – Someone who is in a state of peaceful happiness.

Contents – the things that are held or included in something.

Force – strength or energy as an attribute of physical action or 

movement.

Forces – an organized military force equipped for fighting on land, sea or 

air.

Spectacle – a visually striking performance or display OR Some visual 

scene.

Spectacles – a pair of glasses.
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NOUN AND GENDER

Gender is of four kinds: 
Masculine 

(denotes 

male) 

Feminine 

(denotes 

female)

Common 

(denotes both 

male and 

female) 

Neuter 

(denotes neither male 

nor female)

boy girl student gold

man woman teacher rice 

brother sister doctor flower 

uncle aunt child river
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administrator administratrix

author authoress

bachelor spinster

brave squaw

czar czarina

duke duchess

emperor empress

fiance fiancee

gentleman lady

giant giantess

god goddess

governor matron tailor tailoress

testator testatrix

uncle aunt

usher usherette

waiter waitress

SOME IRREGULAR GENDER FORMS
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NOUN AND CASE

We should use the apostrophe(’) to show possession. 

Rule 1: To show possession with a singular noun, add an 

apostrophe with the letter s (’s) .

Ex:

a woman's hat Delhi’s  population Mrs. Chang's house

Hat of a woman Population of Delhi House of Mrs. Chang
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Rule 2. Regular nouns that form their plurals by adding 

either the letter ‘s’ or ‘es’ simply take an apostrophe after 

the ‘s’.

Correct:     guys' night out                

(guy + s + apostrophe)

Incorrect:     guy's night out       

(implies only one guy)

Correct:    two actresses' roles   

(actress + es + apostrophe)

Incorrect: two actress's roles
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Rule 3. Do not use an apostrophe + ‘s’ to make a regular noun plural.

In special cases, such as when forming a plural of a word that is not 

normally a noun, an apostrophe is used for clarity.

Ex: Here are some do's and don'ts.

Incorrect: Apostrophe's are confusing.

Correct: Apostrophes are confusing.

Incorrect: We've had many happy Christmas's.

Correct: We've had many happy Christmases.
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Rule 4. If two people possess the same item, put the 

apostrophe + s after the second name only.

Ex: Raghav and Krishna's home is constructed of redwood.

Rule 5. In cases of separate rather than joint possession, 

use the possessive form for both.

Ex:

Raghav's and Krishna's homes are both lovely.

(They don't own the homes jointly)
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Rule 6: Compound Words

When you have a compound word, add apostrophe 's' to 

the end of the compound. 

Ex:

•The salesman's hair was brown. 

•Her sister-in-law's mother loved to visit in the summer. 

•The copy-editor's marks were indicative of a need for 

rewriting
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Rule 7. Amount of time or money are sometimes used as 

possessive adjectives that require apostrophes.

Incorrect: three days leave

Correct: three days' leave

Incorrect: my two cents worth

Correct: my two cents' worth
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EXERCISE

1. Honesty is the best policy.

a) Common b) Proper

c) Collective d) Abstract

2. Solomon was famous for his wisdom.

a) Common b) Proper

c) Collective d) Abstract
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3. A committee of five was appointed.

a) Common b) Proper

c) Collective d) Abstract

4. James is a bright student.

a) Common b) Proper

c) Collective d) Abstract

5. Wisdom is better than riches.

a) Common b) Proper

c) Collective d) Abstract
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6. I didn’t believe the girl’s story.

a) Common b) Proper

c) Collective d) Abstract

7. A teacher must have patience.

a) Common b) Proper

c) Collective d) Abstract
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9. The plural of "stimulus" is

a. stimuluses b.  stimuli

c. stimula d.  Stimules

10. The plural of "phenomenon" is

a. phenomena b. phenomenons

c. phenomeni d. phenomenon
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8. Cleanliness is next to godliness.

a) Common b) Collective

c) Proper d) Abstract

Rectify the sentences : 

9). I brought him two scarfs.

10). Wrong: My bedroom is full of mouses.

11). Wrong: He has two mother-in-laws.
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In each question, only one of the sentences has all the 

apostrophes correctly placed. Check the correct sentence.

12. a) Bristol's harbour is one of the countrys most beautiful   

sites.

b) Bristols harbour is one of the country's most beautiful sites.

c) Bristol's harbour is one of the country's most beautiful 

sites.

d) Bristols' harbour is one of the countrys' most beautiful 

sites. 
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13. a) The two boy's bags were lying at the river's edge.

b) The two boys bag's were lying at the rivers' edge.

c) The two boys' bags were lying at the river's edge.

d) The two boys' bags' were lying at the rivers edge.
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14. a) My parent's flat is in one of the city's finest areas.

b) My parents' flat is in one of the citys finest areas'.

c) My parents' flat is in one of the citys' finest areas.

d) My parents' flat is in one of the city's finest areas.
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15. a)The world's experts were quick to praise the two girls' 

courage.

b)The world's experts were quick to praise the two girl's 

courage.

c)The worlds expert's were quick to praise the two girls' 

courage.

d)The worlds' experts were quick to praise the two girls' 

courage.
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16. a)The teams manager's attitude was affecting all the 

player's performance.

b)The team manager's attitude was affecting all the players' 

performance.

c)The teams manager's attitude was affecting all the players' 

performance.

d)The team's manager's attitude was affecting all the player's 

performance.
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17 . What is the feminine of earl?

a. Countess b. Baroness

c. Waitress d. Seamstress

18 . What is the feminine of stallion?

a. Mare b. Doe

c. Cow d. Lioness

19 . What is the feminine of ram?

a. Ewe b. Limb

c. Lob d. Lumber
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20 . What is the feminine of monk?

a. doe b. queen

c. spinster d. nun

21 . What is the feminine of hart?

a. queen b. maid 

c. roe d. duck

22 . What is the feminine of Negro?

a. Negress b. Negro

c. Negros d. Negress
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Singular Make the plural

addendum

alga

alumnus

amoeba

antenna

bacterium

syllabus

vertebra
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cactus

curriculum

datum

fungus

genus

larva

memorandum

stimulus

Singular Make the plural
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singular plural
addendum addenda
alga algae
alumnus alumni

amoeba amoebae
antenna antennae
bacterium bacteria
cactus cacti
curriculum curricula
datum data
fungus fungi
genus genera
larva larvae
memorandum memoranda
stimulus stimuli
syllabus syllabi
vertebra vertebrae

ANSWERS

9. Scarves

10. Mice

11. Mothers – in - law

12. C

13. C

14. D

15. A

16. B

17. A

18. A.

19. A.

20. D

21. C

22. A
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